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The Center for Research on Vermont takes great 
pleasure in offering H. N. Mu.ller, III, "From Ferment 
to Fatigue? 1070-1900: A New Look at the Neglected 
Winter of Vermont," as Occasional Paper No. Seven for 
its members and other interested scholar~ It is fitting 
that this essay appear as an Occasional Paper, since 
l.\1uller' s research on Jericho r,ras the sub]ecE- of the 
first Research-in - Progress Seminar sponsored by the 
Center in October 1976 and an earlier vers ion of this 
paper was part of a Research-in-Progress Seminar hold 
at Johnson State College in April 1982. The Center 
would also like to acknowledge the contributions that 
John Duffy, past chairman of the editorial board, made 
to ~he successful completion of this essay. 
Muller's work reflects the mission of the Center 
for R0search on Vermont to encourage and disseminate 
scholarship on the state. We encourage readers to 
respond to his analysis, either directly to the author 




Let's assert a peculiar proposition. Vermont history, 
perhaps all history, is dominated by myth and metaphor. 
The heroic Green Mountain Boys led by the rambunctious and 
wily Brothers Allen established a reluctant republic on the 
northern frontier of the New Hampshire grants. This 
republic resolved the quandary of its political and 
economic future by joining the newly established federal 
Union as ~he fourteenth state. After a brief fling with 
prosperity, the twin forces of the Jeffersonian Embargo 
and a Yankee exodus combined with other elements of social 
upheaval in Vermont. This upheaval climaxed in the Civil 
War in which the Green Mountain Boys reborn, shouldering 
the heroic burden of their long-held antislavery convictions, 
marched off (many never to return) to preserve the Union. 
In the decades after the war Vermont, exhausted by its 
heroism, watched its youth desert the hill farms and 
succumbed to a conservative Republican hegemony marked 
by ~oth rigidity and languor. Only recently, disturbed 
by the ravages of the Great .Depression and prodded by the 
pragmatic liberalism of leaders such as Governor George 
Aiken, have Vermonters experienced a modest renaissance 
in which they find themselves in the national vanguard on 
issues such as energy and the environment. 
This mythical minute of Vermont history suggests 
a few of the metaphors which have fascinated us and 
captt red our think~ng. They do so because they express 
powerfully some of our perceived realities of the past. 
It seems a simple t:cuth to acknowledge that myths and 
metaphors endure because they express realities in · 
which we want to believe.l Yet these myths ana 
metaphors are often distortions as well since they speak 
at least as much to our perceptions as they do to 
historical reality. Thus revision, literally re-seeing, 
is an integral part of the discipline of history. It is 
to this task that H. N. Muller, III, turns in the following 
essay , on the "neglected winter," 1870-1900, of Vermont 
history. 
In this essay Muller calls upon Vermont historians 
"to discard metaphors of winter and to construct a new 
understal'"lding for the period ( 1870-1900]... He then 
proceeds to provide us with some invaluable guidelines 
which would shape such a 11 neVl understanding ... 
xi 
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First, Muller reminds us that population stability 
does not necessarily argue stagnation. Using the same 
population statistics about the absence of growth in 
late nineteenth-century Vermont that historians used to 
derive the winter metaphor, Muller utilizes some of the 
techniques of historical demography to construct an 
analysis of the Town of Jericho. By studying this 
community, Muller finds a much more complex social 
mobility--rich in volatility and change--than the 
stagnation thesis can explain. The discovery that 
farmers and professionals tended to remain in Jericho 
while tradesmen and laborers {especially those of 
foreign birth} moved in and out of this hill town 
suggests that the dwindling hill-farm hypothesis needs 
fundamental revision. 
fl.1uller then looks at the historiography of the 
era in an atteiTtpt to discover, first, how the winter 
thesis carne about and, second, why it has persisted 
as long as it has. In answering the first question, 
1\lluller examines the work of Harold Fisher vJilson, whose 
Hill Country of i'lo-rthern Nev;r.~·England est·ablished the winter 
metaphor in the f1rst p-ra~ Implicitly, Muller suggests 
that the discouragement of the Great Depression merged 
with ideas about rural deterioration to produce a gloomy 
explanation for the decline of a traditional Vermont. 
Nuller also suggests two explanations for the persistence 
of the winter metaphor. Using the Vermont Historical 
Society's quarterly journal, Vermont History, as an 
index, Muller establishes that h1storlans of Vermont 
have neglected this period as a field of inquiry, which 
has permitted trJilson' s pioneering work to continue to 
dominate interpretations of ·:.:he era. rluller also shovJS 
that even those historians whose research suggests 
import~nt qualifications to the Wilson interpretation 
have been unable to escape its thrall. 
Finally, Muller carefully examines the still meager 
but growing secondary literature on the decades from 
1870 to 1900 and suggests some of the ingredients of a 
new synthesis of this period. His conclusions suggest, 
first, that the era was a fertile one in which the 
seeds of modern Vermont were planted. New research on 
farmers, women, municipal reform, and other areas shows , 
f,luller argues, that what Vermont experienced in the last 
decades of the nineteenth century was not the decline 
associated with the winter metaphor but chru1ge and 
transition for \-vhich another metaphor must be developed. 
Interestingly, one of the areas that t1uller suggests 
would prove fertile fer future research is the field 
of labor historl'. Recently, a young historian studying 
the Knights of Labor and American politics examined the 
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political history of Rutland, Vermont. He concluded 
that in the decade of the 1880s "political structures 
in Rutland had changed dramatically 0 o • • " 2 This 
work provides an important, independent corroboration 
of Muller's arguments for a revised look at this 
neglected period of Vermont's history. 
If Muller is right and I believe he is, the closing 
decades of the nineteenth century should offer a produc-
tive field of historical research for years to come. 
Let the search for a new metaphor begin. 
Marshall True, Director 
Center for Research on Vermont 
NOTES 
1 . For an engaging discussion of myths in American 
history upon which I have drawn here, see James Oliver 
Rober-tson, American Myth, American Reality (New York : 
Hill and Wang, 1980)-.---
2 o Leon Fink, Workingman's 
Labor and American Politics 
"rllino1s Press-;- -19·8~ 103. 
is extensive, detailed, and 
h is t orical research. 
D~mo_?_ra_cy, The Knig;: ts of 
(Ch1cago: Univers1ty of 
Fink's study of Rutland 
rich in suggestions for 

Writing during the Great Depression, Harold Fisher 
Wilson compnred the last decade of the nineteenth century 
in northern NevT England to the frigid torpor of 11 a severe 
\<linter season. 11 His study, The Hill Country of Northern 
New England, concluded that "in the years fromlB'iO tu 
1900-... . • the shock of the widespread desertion of farms 
and pronounced decline in rural population, with their 1 
social and economic consequences, stunned the hill country." 
Wilson's metaphor quicJ-cly became established, and o ·thers 
extended it from the hill country to the entire state. 
Though Wilson had not attempted to propose a governing 
inte1~retation for the period, his work dominated 
subsequent inte~pretations of the Vermont experience 
between the Civil War and the beginning of the twentieth 
century. Historians analyzing the period compared it to 
a chilly winter. The evidence they claimed poinLed to 
thirty long years of hibernation. But the scattered 
efforts of more recent students of Vermont during ti1e 
last three decades of the nineteenth century suggest the 
need to discard the metaphor of winter and to construct 
a new understanding for the period. 
Wilson observed rural Vermont from 1870 to 1900 from 
the perspective of village retrenchnent and the ata~donment · 
of the hill farm, the absence of growth of the total 
population, and what he and others perceived as the harmful 
effects of selective migration.2 In his view Verillont 
suffered from a long winter of 11 increasing numbers of 
unoccupied farms and moribund hill villages," a widespread 
decrease in acreage of improved land and a migration out 
of state which "included a large proportion of the most 
enterprising and energetic of the young people, •.• the 
ones the countryside and the farms could ill afford to 
spare."3 Wilson asserted that those who remained in 
Vermont "were less fitted to cope with altered conditions 
and increased competition. 11 The exodus of "the more 
ambitious and more mobile e:Lements of the population" 
had in his estimate ·a 11 benurnbing effect upon the hill 
country."4 
Particular assumptions of selectivity permeate the 
literature on migration to and from NevT England. The 
native New England stock described its ancestors as 
restless, bold, risk-ta.king, and ambitious Europeans 
seeking freedom and fortune in the New World. This 
group thought in turn that it sent more of the same type 
to people the advancing American frontier. They did not 
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think that those who later came to New England brought 
with them the same positive qualities. 
During the decades from 1870 to 1900 in Vermont 
natural increase and in-migration about equalled mortality 
and emigration. The total population remained nearly 
constant, growing by fewer than two hundred between 
1880 and 1890. The u.s. Census counted 330,551 residents 
of .Vermont in 1870, and thirty years later the number had 
reached only . 343, 641.· Nearly a115of that meager .growth took place between 1890 and 1900. If Vermont's new 
residents tended to come in at the bottom of society, 
as most thought, whom did they displace or replace? 
The leveling off of the total population does not 
necessarily mean the lessening of change and mobility 
~~ithin the total population' the fact that the level 
of population remains constant does not mean that the 
composition of that total is also constant. The 
collection of data. for a study of the persistence of 
population between 1870 and 1880 in eleven Vermont towns 
and a portion analyzed for the Town of Jericho suggest the 
need to examine much more closely the nature of migration 
and mobility in the post-Civil War years.6 
Superficially, the situation in Jericho seems to 
confirm the rather subjective generalizations set forth 
by Wilson and others who lamented "the benumbing effect" 
of selective migration on the hill country. Between 
1870 and 1900 the population of Jericho declined more 
than 25 percent--£rom 1,757 to 1,307--with more than 
three-quarters of the drop occurring in the sing l e 
decade between 1880 and 1890. In the previous decade 
the population of Jericbo fell by seventy. This hill 
town on the west slopes of Mount Mansfield seemed in a 
general decline, at least measured by· the criterion of 
total population. But the simple decline in total 
population does not indicate who remained in terms of 
occupational status or nativity nor, conversely, who 
mi grated. 
A sample of every fourth household in the manuscrip t 
of the 1870 u.s. Census for Jericbo correlated with the 
manuscript a S· the census for 1880 reveals a much more 
profound movement within the population than a simple 
decline of seventy in the head count. Only about 50 
percent of those heads of households listed in Jericho 
in 1870 appeared in the 1880 count. Conversely, a full 
half of the heads of households had left Jericho during 
the decade of the 1870s, and many apparently left Vermont. 
The turnover of something approaching one-half of the 
town's population in a single decade describes enormous 
change and mobility. 
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A careful examination of the vital statistics recorded 
by the Jericho town clerks, the manuscripts of the census 
for the towns neighboring .Jericho, and directories for 
vermont cities located a third of the missing portion of 
the 1870 sample. The vital statistics recor ded rrevera l 
deaths. The Underhiil section of the village of Underhill 
Flats, which on its southern extremity spills over into 
Jericho, claimed several former Jericho residents who 
moved a few hundred yards across the town line during the 
decade. A number of Jericho residents succ-..linbcd to the 
lure of Burlington and Winooski and appeared in direc t ories . 
Others moved down the tracks of the Burlington and Lamoille 
Railroad to Essex Junction, the line having opened service 
through Jericho between Essex Junction and Cambridge in 
1877. Establishirtg that at least two-thirds of the 
J e richo households remained in Chittenden County between 
1870 and. 1880 conversely reveals that fully a third of 
the population of Jericho had left the town to move long 
distances either within Vermont or out of the state. If 
t-he sample of one in four households traced from 1870 to 
1880 accurately reflects the entire population of Jericho, 
somewhere between five and six hundred (585 represents 
one-third of the population) residents had migrated out 
of Jericho in ten years. 
The 12 percent of the sample of heads of households 
who died during the decade were not entirely rep l aced by 
natur~ l increase. Since the population of Jericho decline d 
by only seventy during the decade, most of the replaceme nts 
for those who left the town had to come from in-migra t ion. 
Wilson and others have paid little attention to thos e ·who 
came to Vermont towns to establish a future or to those 
who came, spent some time, and moved on. (That i mportant 
question could be addressed by analyzing those recorded, 
for example, in the census for 1880 or 1890 who had not 
appeared respectively in the censuses of 1870 and 1890.) 
In 1870 Jericho was primarily an agricultural town 
with two small nodes of settlement, each clustered around 
a post office, stores, churches, and doctors' anq lawyers' 
offices. Underhill Flats at the northeast corner ~ade up 
a third node, shared with the town of Underhill. The 
majority of the households were distributed in the 
countryside :Jt!arked by the \'lestern slopes of Hount Mansfield 
and falling away to .the Winooski River val ley and the 
Brown's River. Nearly one-half of t-he sample--48 per-
cent--were farmers, and another quarter of ~~e heads of 
households--23 percent--supplied farm labor. · 
Professionals--the physicians, lawyers : and clergymen--made 
up 4 percent of the sample, while ano~1er two groups--one 
comprising merchants and manufacturers, and· the other, 
tradesmen--were evenly ·divided among the remaining quarter 
of t.he sample. The village of Jericho running along t he 
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Brown·.' s River across from the "old Red- r.Hll, "· contai·ned 
a carriage .maker's shop- and the purnp .~factory, a: hotel, 
~-. the· ,town .cle-r~ ' .s - ...o-f-~~c.e- ,·: .. ~~r-ee .· chu_~ch,e~ ' ·:··g;e-y~):}~f- r t:'~o~es, 
. . . and a doctolt~i<ss Jiui~~ -a+ :.lta~~~·9"'f;N'6~s'~ J'ej;:Teff6~:c!=fit.~r \ ~-- ~,r· ~--- - :na--ih'a:l 'S-malJ.fer:r:-" col~:te'cBibni:.~.w-~t:11&':f iWt~J'es~rrf~ (a~d.i<t_i~n 
. : "€>P.a_7,mi'llinezyAsl1op:, ·sbit:reunai~·gr.:, rii p'f.ett:Y "§:te·~Ii~ :· ·:rn·'.:. 
¥ • • "-'- ·~ ' • • , - • ' ~-c ~ . . .. ...... .. .. ... ~. • '""'" ... ~ ... , .. ...... -~ r-,,:-, .. ":..' .. ..... '1;-,'.rt.-·•""'\ 
t_c::):'t'edr' the' t0w:n h~fa,-t-h~re~"atftierneys ~ ·-' thre·e ·) physl.ci.an~ , ·: 
. ~- . ~~n.:d :three': .or:t f'ti>trr cl·er.gynte'h-t ,r .: .. J!'he Lrcohipl-em~ht:" o':f ~' 'tl!crd1·s-
~.- ~ 111ep;·i.in~Lu;d~d- ,. ;five(.e:~rp~n·terst{'=·-Hl·i-ee('E-iackstni1:fi:S, ·;'~:ro:J:c 
. COOperS., SeVeral . harneSS . .makers·, pai~terS and . tailOrS 1 
and a. mason,_ shoemaker, . i:m_d wheehrrigh.t. 7 · · 
Foreign-bo'rn heads of households, la-rgely from . 
Ireland and Canada, made up 'just over a quarter of the 
sample (twenty":"four of· nine.ty-five). . In 1870 . over half 
of the foreign-born heads of households in ~ericho worked 
as farm laborers, and they made up nearly two-thirds of 
those 'listed as hired farm labor in the tot1 n. Nearl y a 
quarter of the tradesmen and , about 15 .. percent of the 
farmers were ' foreign born. All of the merchants, 
manufacturers, and professionals .were · U~ited States 
citizens by birth, and the · vast majority o£ this group 
began their lives in Vermont., 
Of all of these occupational groupings the 
professionals proved the most persistent . All four of 
the professionals in the 1870 sample continued t o r e side 
in Jericho tem years later. The farmers also exhibited 
a tendency to remain. During the decade, 24 percent had 
left their farms and moved out of Jericho. By contrast 
~ully half ·~ ?f . . ~e:.,f~or;~~~ · :i cj.ri~ - -- t~p.g~S?~~n : livi: n<;JJ c-fn ,: Je~icho 
. ,., . ~n .. l..~ ZO ,mqv~CJ, o~ : d~r.J.,~g thE} .~n~~t t·ten:"yea:rs i :.. and·-.nea:t~ly as 
,9~ea.t - ~ pr~po~t~on ,. qf . the i rn~rch~nts ::·· and· ~ai)ufacturers ·: 
· ( 45 percent'} left the to\'{n. . o~ ·rthe -·. farm labo~erS) '-·~ho 
remained· in _Jericho 'd.uring ·- the .decade, mos-t were . farmers' 
· · .. · son~ ~ wJ:io .. exp~cb~cL someday. to .·_become · fqrm owners thernsel ves . 
. ~he fqrefgn born were much more likely to leave Jericho 
during the 1870s than the native born, by a factor of 
three to two or nearly 45 percent to 30 percent. This 
fact relates to their occupational distribution, but that 
distribution also remains a function of nativi~~-
The data for Jericho bebveen 1870 and 1880 suggest 
that the town did experience selective migration but of 
a sort much different from that which Wilson and others 
who have adopted his analysis assert. Those with the 
greatest stake in the town in terms of property and 
position, the farmers and the .. professionals, remained, 
while farm laborers and tradesmen, many of '"'horn were 
foreign born, moved on. Jericho had a floating .bottom 
in its population, a group of unskilled laborers and a 
few tradesmen who apparently moved from town to town and 
from state to state, seeking employment and a chance to 
• I 
- ' ~ : .l 
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improve themselves, but ~ho seldom found full acceptance 
or work which promised steady economic improvement. The 
study of Jericho is not .. conclusive, and the situation 
there does not permit generalizations for all Vermont 
towns. Nevertheless, the study does challenge two 
basic assumptions: first, that the sluggish gro;th in 
vermont population indicated little movemen·t or rnobili ty 
within it; and second, that those residents most able to 
cope with changing and difficult conditions migrated, 
leaving behind a depleted stock in declining hill tmvns. 
Demographers and other scholars have not yet closely 
analyzed the nature of Vermont population, and the 
metaphor of thirty years of hard winter has governed 
those few attempts to generalize about the Vermont 
experience in the latter part of the nineteenth century. 
T. D. S. Bassett, who correctly differentiated between 
rural and urban areas, '\>Trote that "the winter of Vermont's 
rural economy deepened after 1880, rl and that "the most 
alert had not stayed to fight the battle in Vermont, a 8 good place to be from, according to Stephen A. Douglas." 
Charles T. Morrissey, who also employs the famous Douglas 
quip, devotes a third of his highly personal historical 
portrait of Vermont to a lengthy essay on migration. In 
a chapter titled "Dissonance in the Hillwinds," he reminds 
readers that two of every five Vermonters left the stat€ 
in the last half of the nineteenth century, cites contem-
porary observers who "reflected the narrow and pinched 
viewpoint so typical of chronicles of declining villages, cr 
and provides a stark portrait of the future fo9 those 
youths who chose to remain in Vermont in 1880. · 
The image of Vermont's winter has also colored local 
histories which have appeared since Wilson's monograph. 
The recent history of Northfield treats the years bet'\>reen 
the Civil ~var and 18?0 with the thei'ne of "Days of Darkness," 
those short days and long nights during ~vhich Northfield 
engaged in a dreary "str_uggle against economic depression 
and resultant hardship." The editor chooses to quote one 
Northfield observer, who, reflecting on his memories, found 
life in those times "somewhat somnolent.nlO In Peacham in 
the same period the popuiation fell from more than 1, 000 to 
800, and emigrants "by- their very going, create[ d] a 
presumption that they were the more virile and energetic 
element." "Discouragernemt creeps over" such towns, and 
according to Ernest L. Bogart's excellent account of 
Peacham, "boys . and girls ·grow up with the ·conviction that 
the town is 'dead' anu they plan to leave.nll 
In his derivative account of The Vermont Story, which 
the Vermont Historical Society published in 194.8, Earle W. 
Newton wrote in patronizing Darwinian terms of the "actual 
degeneracy of the vigorous old Ne~ll] England stock. The most 
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energetic an~ enterprising," parroting Wilson's phrase, 
"elements left, and those who remained in increasing 
back country isolation deteriorated "lith the countryside." 
In a glib transition from Danlin and the Commission on 
Country Life to Erskine CaldtV'ell, Netvton 't'7rote of "feeble 
m.indedness imrnorality and excessive illegitL-,.:s- ,:7 . 11 .The 
state o~ Vermont, he decided, "t-ras presented m '.:. c n ly 
with the appearance but the population for a ' '~· · 1:\x:cco Road 1 
like that of the South. nl2 Newton could find C:.i•.':T' 12 s upport 
for his conclusions in the long list of lat e n i l'.o ·t eenth-cent;: 
publications which lamented the decline o f t!"!e h :i.:L l farms 
and the influx of French Canadians and oth•..! r irmn::_ IJZ ·~nt 
groups who identified their future 'lrJi th Ve r mcnt. P ·tral 
Vermonters and others were treated to a coD.:::tant o j_(~ t; of 
gloomy discussions from the publications o f U11~ \1(~1.:FJnt 
Department of Agriculture and in popular magaz i:je 3 on topics 
such as "Why Do Boys Leave the Farm? 11 "Folk Deple·t ion as 
a Cause for Rural Decline," "The Decline o f Rural Population 
in .New England," 11 The Doom .of the Small 'l'mvn ," and 11 New 
Hampshire .r A State for Sale at $10 an Acre." 13 These 
artic~es represent the mainstream of ~nerican Protestant 
activism in expressing fears of the influences of immigrants 
and the national discovery by agricultural and social 
service agencies that rural America in its current state 
could not perpetuate their perceptions o f traditional 
values. 
Even those few accounts of the period 'lr.rhich do not 
equate change with decline have difficulty shaking free 
from tnlson's theme of the long winter. Hmvn.rd S. Russell 
in his excellent study cf agriculture in Ne~'7 England 
rejects the notion of emigratjon limitr: :l to most E"!nergetic. 
He cites Van Wyck Brooks, Page Smith, a nd others who argued 
that the 1' superior types," those more "_-, ·;.:~ t to be the :more 
prosperous, \'>Ji th too much to lose by p~ ·~ .: ~l.ing up stakes, 11 
remained. Vl Despite his speculation t l:::.. t able peop l e 
remaine d in Vermont, Russell did not q·...t;~:; ~::.ion t be standard 
view of the state of agriculture in the Y'·= f·r s after the 
Civil War, which he described under the ::<:c.:. -:,b oding chapter 
" 1 II I t1 t es, For Better and li'Jorse, 11 "Discour :·. :.:-:,:.- · :~ :.1 ~: , ' and 
"Adapt or Perish," leaving an impression -.. ::;:-. ~ ::ti-:)r e farll's 
perished than adapted.l5 Bogart's accou c· _ o'f..' :i?<::)a cham 
asserts that "though declining in popula t io:-.. ," the tmrJI) 
was not "• dead 1 " and that "abandoned farm," as a term \'17hich 
"suggested decadence, was misleading, for the abandonment 
of unprofitable areas ~ •• and the decline in the number 
of farmers was for the most part a v.rholesome movement." 
Bogart found some encouragement in the consolidation of 
farms into larger units and the influx of su~mer resi C.ents, 
but he •:Jas hard pressed to find much real prosnerity for 
long-time Peacham residents and institutions.lb · 
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The history of urban change and oevelopment in Vermont, 
much less its relationship to a changing rural scene, has 
attrac·ted few students. The only recent accounts of Veunon t 
cities and other urban areas have employed the pictorial 
genre, which attempts little, if any, analysis of 
urbanization.28 Bassett's impressive and detailed 700-page 
"Urban Penetration of Rural Vermont, 1840-1880, " a recent 
master's thesis on city incorporation, and Marshall True 's 
article on the Howard Hental Health Center in Burlington 
stand among the very few serious -v1orks on urbc:mizati~n in 
the last half of the nineteenth century in Vermont . 2 
They detail several problems and resulting reforms in the 
water and sewage systems, city educational programs, the 
changing governance through the legal apparatus of the 
city form of government, and other as~ects of urban l ife 
in late nineteenth-century Vermont. For Burlington Bassett 
details the breadth and forms of .urban vice and crime, 
whrch suggest an established society, not entirely covered 
by its veneer, attempting to adjust to .new ingredients by 
asserting traditional controls. The nurober of arres·ts for 
intoxication, liquor traffic violations, and the intent to 
manufacture or sell liquor illegally never fell belm-v 232 
in any year between 1870 and 1880, and it often reached 
400 or more annually for a city of 11,300 s.ouls in 1880. 
In Burlington 11 between 1865 and 1880 there were 205 arrests 
for sex crimes," mostly for prostitution. Between 1870 
and 1880, particularly in the middle part of the decade 
following the panic of 1873, the police station averaged 
more than 400 11 lodgers" a year, reaching a high of 88 4 in 
1875. The "lodgers" who stayed overnight in the Burlington 
jail amounted to between 4 and 1 percent of the city's 
population, indicating that problems of vagrancy had 
attained serious proportions.30 Many Vermonters with 
Protestant, middle-class heritages and values interpreted 
these urban problems as a pernicious invasion from Boston, 
New York,· and· cthe·r cities and particularly as the result 
of the growing numbers of Canadian, Irish, and other 
immigrants. 
David J. Blow's article on the development of the 
Franco-American community in Winooski discusses the story 
of institutional development and the gradual assimilation 
of one large ethnic group. Other \·JOrk on the French-Canadian 
migration and the few studies of other immigrant peoples 
such as the Italians and ~iTelsh provide ample evidence of a 
society undergoing great change.31 These groups clearly 
perceived opportunity in Vermont. Some did experience a 
measure of upward mobility, but many of the immigrants, 
judging by Elin Anderson's study of Burlington in the 
1930s and the conclusions of Stephan Thernstrom and others 
who have studied mobility in late nine teenth-century 
American society, remained at the lower strata of Vermont 
society as measured by education, occupation, institutional 
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32 
affiliation, or residential pattern. 
That a third of the population of a town like Jericho 
changed in the space of ten years suggests Vermont society 
elsewhere experienced serious change. That change may have 
rivaled the conditions which provoked the ferment which 
David J.'.tlo Ludlum discerned in his study of revivals, 
millenial movements, the crusade for temperance, reforms i n 
education, labor, and prisons, and the angry antipathy 
against slavery.33 Ludlum, interestingly, did not study 
the single most vocal, if short-lived, outburst in Vermont 
in the 1830s, when Vermonters engaged in a whirlwind 
flirtation with the Canadian rebels. A counterpart in 
the period after the Civil vvar occurred in the Fenian raids 
of 1866 and 1870 in which bands of Irish nationalists joined 
by some Vermont sympathizers t\'Tice tried to launch attacks 
on Canada through Vermont. The3e episodes have interesting 
parallels to the tumultuous resp~nse in Vermont to the 
Canadian Rebellions in 1837-38.3 The Irish adventurers 
who arrived by railroad from Boston and Lowell and collected 
near the Canadian border in such towns as St. Albans, 
Swanton, Highgate, and Franklin had little if any more 
connection with Vermont than the Canadian patriotes who 
fled to Vermont in 1837 to regroup and plan an invasion 
of Canada. In 1866 a~d 1870, as in 1837 and 1838, the 
pathetic, filibustering forays across the border ended in 
failure as British troops, Canadian militia, and belated 
American efforts at preserving neutrality ended the adven-
ture.35 
After the Civil War Vermonters did not embrace to any extent 
the equivalents of the series of third parties--the Anti-
Mason, Liberty, Free-Soil, and Temperance--which attracted 
their fathers. The steady Republican allegiance, however, 
did not relegate them to staid conservatism. Instead, in 
the last three decades of the nineteenth century the spirit 
of reform remained vigorous in the Green Hountain State. 
Vermonters had directed much of their energy in the years 
before the Civil War to external issues. Other Vermonters 
became prominent exporters of Protestant values in the 
active foreign missionary movement.36 Few Vermonters had 
actually encountered slavery, and the revivalists and 
millenialists in the 1830s sought a better life in 
celestial regions. After the Civil War Vermonters tended 
to concentrate on more immediate concerns such as suffrage, 
temperance, education and prison reform, and important 
local reforms, many of which had antecedents before 1860. 
They often achieved no more results in solving problems 
than had the social architects and noisy reformers of the 
previous generaticns. But the view of these years as a 
period of quiet, hibernating through a long winter, clearly 
relates more to the comparative silence of the historians 
on t hese matters than to an actual absence of activity, 
change, and reform. 
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The interpretation of the Vermont experience in The 
Hill Country of Northern Ne\-.r England dominates the small 
body of literature which treats the three decades after 
1870 1 perhaps even to a greater extent than the story of 
Vermont's first years told by Ira Allen and the Reverend 
Samuel l'17illiams and repeated by those generations of 
succeeding historians who followed them faithfully.l7 
The period from 1750 to 1791 which encompassed the 
colorful struggle over the New Hampshire Grants, the 
legendary Green }1ountain Boys, the Revolution 1 and the 
era of the "Republic" has long engrossed historians · 
interested in Vermont. The attention focused on the 
formative years in Vermont has in part permitted Wilson's 
\lmrk to remain largely unchallenged. 
Nork concentrating on the first half of the nineteenth 
century makes up the next largest body of literature, and 
with the possible exception of the Civil Wnr, attention 
skips over the last decades of the nineteenth century to 
the twentieth century. The articles in Vermont History--the 
quarterly journal of the Vermont Historical Society--and 
its predecessors provide a barometer of the concentration 
of historical study on Vermont. In the half century since 
the journal first appeo.red only about 10 percent of the 
articles even tangentially discuss topics set firmly in 
the period from 1870 to 1900 1 \--Jhich clearly illustrates 
how historians have neglected these years. In the first 
ten volumes (1930-1941) virtually no article discusses the 
period. The overwhelming majority of those which do address 
topics in those years have appeared since 197018 and few of19 these efforts attempt any generc....lizations about the period.-
The topics of these articles focus on biographical treatments 
of major political figures, resorts and spas, education, the 
·woman's suff.rage mqvement, medicine, agriculture, and 
diaries. They include pieces on the copper mines, singing 
groups and bands, - and a to-vm baseball team. Most articles 
focus on rather narrow topics and do not attempt the scope 
necessary to permit broad generalizations 'about a period of 
history, even at the state level. Conversely; the absence 
of a clear sypthesis for the period creates serious problems 
for attempts ; to place an article in a broad context. 
Without such articles, a hypothesis presentee by Wilson or 
others will not undergo the constant appraisal and 
reappraisal necessary to build firm historical 
~eneralizations. The strong and continuing grip which 
l·Jilson' s work maintains on the thin historiography of 
late nineteenth-century Vermont survives in part because of 
the long absence of attention to the period following 
the publication of his work, the general paucity of 
serious studies, and the failure ·of students to question 
basic assumptions. Wilson's pioneerinq effort did not 
challenge the sentimental vie\1 that the apparent 
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de cline of the independent, sEa.lf .. relia.nt, single-fan.i ly 
farm was ce.ume for alarm. Fev.T ~JZho huvc followe d 
~iilson have disputed the validity of his romantic 
image . 
The explanation for the apparent lack of interest 
in the post-Civil War years in Vermont expressed through 
the meager vblQ~e of publications rests more on the nature 
of historical investigation and writing on Vermont than 
on the lack of sources or interesting topics. The impulse 
which moved the scholars, retired businessmen, public 
officials, and the others who attempted the first major 
treatments of Vermont history at the state level had all 
but subsided by the Civil ~var. Only Rowland E • . Robinson's 
Vermont : A Study of Independence (1892), which concentrates 
on the period before 1791, Lafayette Wilbur's weak and 
derivative four-volume history (1899-1903), and Walter 
Hill Crockett's five-volume chronicle, Vermont~ The Green 
r.lountain State (1921-1923), follo"t-Ted the major state 
histories published by Ira Allen, Samuel Williams, Nathan 
Hoskil~s, Hosea Beckley, Zado8k Thompson, and Hiland Hill 
which appeared before 1860.2 Robinson and ~Jilbur 
concentrated on the years before J791. Crockett, who did 
not attempt much in the way of analysis or generalization, 
dealt with the pest-Civil War period in li t tle more than 
a series of eJ isodes often only related by chronology. 
The golden age of local history in Vermont characteri ze~ 
by the county histories and gazetteers, the monumental 
collections of Abby J.l.1aria Hemem.ray, and the impressive, 
encyclopedic town histories had all but ended by the first 
decade of the twentieth century. Th .;:! group of serious 
amateur historians, \'iho lived and \llt:; r ked in the .l as t 
decades of the nineteenth century, lacked perspective on 
their own times and probably regard2d them as too recent 
to make worthy historical materia:! .. 21 They undoubtedly 
suffered from the influence of con·;; ...-~~-:-,porary literature 
which found little of the heroic stuff of narrative 
history in the sorry accounts of rural decline. Frederic 
P. ~vells noted in the introduction 'co his History of Newbury 
that he intended the volume to keep "the memory green of 
the noble men and women who have lived in Newbury 11 and 
nto convey to the present and future generations some idea 
of the trials and privations their ancestors endured." If 
his effort "makes clearer,n he continued, "the struggles 
and self-~enial through which the institutions of the town 
\o'Tere built up, the labor and cost of its production will 
not have been in vain. n22 This frugal fa-rmer-historian 
conceived of history as the adulation of the past rather 
than as an analysis of human behavior influenced by con-
temporary perspective. 
. - ----- · ---------------------~ 
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At the same time the small cadre of professional 
and academic historians, just establishing history as a 
discipline, concentrated on national studies. For this 
small band of professionals, the study of modern history 
was a relatively recent phenomenon, and they generally 
did not consider state and local history of sufficient 
importance to merit their attention. In 1838 Jared 
Sparks at Harvard accepted the first appointment in 
history, other than ecclesiastical, at an American 
university. .Andre\IT D. White later introduced some 
history courses at the University of r~ichigan, and after 
he went to Cornell University as president in 1868 and 
Daniel Coit Gilman went to Johns Hopkins in 1875 graduate 
work in history began. By 1880 American institutions of 
higher education employed only eleven professors of 
history. Cornell established the first chair in American 
history in 1881. These early scholars and their students 
initiated pioneering studies on broad national questions; 
they apparently did not look at local issues.23 
The beginning of the serious attention of professional 
historians to Ver-mont topics occurred in the 1930s, marked 
by the appearance of a number of dissertations and monographs 
concerned -with such subjects as the early French presence 
in the Champlain Valley, the migration from Vermont to 1850, 
social ferment betwe~~ 1791 and 1850, and Wilson's study 
of the hill country. These studies, along with the 
editorial policy of the one scholarly quarterly journal 
devoted to Vermont history (begun in 1930) ana the gradual 
growth of courses and research on Vermont in the state's 
colleges and universities have ~rovided the ·basic 
direction for study of Vermont's past. By the late 1970s 
amateur and professional historians had begun to produce 
a rapidly growing volume of research; writing, publication, 
and other activities relateCl to the study of Vermont history. 
For the professionals state and local history had become 
a legitimate pursuit. At the same time the Vermont and 
national bicentennials, the "Roots 11 phenomenon, the 
attitudes which spawned the strong environmental and 
preservation movements, and the: use of new media, especially 
photography, had set loose a swarm of dedicated amateurs 
focusing on the history and lore of their towns. The 
monographs published in the 1930s tended to set the tone 
and provide the context for these later endeavors. Even 
as students of Vermont history sought new information and 
broke some new· ground, they remained to a large extent 
hostage to the work which preceded them. 
~Jilson' s metaphor of the 'rlinter season of Vermont's 
past continues to reappear in recent literature. Similarly, 
David ~1. Ludlum's study . Social Ferment in Vermont, 1791-1250, 
written almost simultaneously with Wilson's work, maintains 
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an unusually strong influence on subsequent writing. 
Ludlum, reinforced by Lewis D. Stilwell's work on the 
Higration from Vermont:, quickly established the prevailing 
view of Vermont ~n the first half of the nineteenth century. 
With its perception of the era as one dominated by intense 
social ferment, Ludlum's interpretation established a 
striking contrast with Wilson's conclusions on post-Civil 
War Vermont. Newton expressed this view when he wrote 
that the "spirited radicalism, the readiness to experiment 
so typical of Vermont's first century s1750-1850], 
evaporated in an aura of despondency." 5 Those few 
historians who have seriously explored Vermont bet~17een 
1870 and 1900 have approached the period in an effort to 
discover the reasons why the spirit of reform, the social 
crusades, and the religious and social experimentation 
which Ludlum documented in the first half of the century 
had abandoned the hill country. According to Ne'"1ton, "The 
loss of vitalitv combined 't'.rith the cessation of grovrth had 
a numbing effect. · The buoyancy which accompanies growth 
disappeared." He concluded that "Vermonters began to assume 
t.he cl1aracteristics and conservative ternoer of a static 
society."26 Following Ludlum and Wilson~ and having posed 
the question of why a young, raucous, rambunctious, and 
even radical society had changed to an older, conservative, 
staid, and declining one, these historians found answers. 
The question they asked contained a hypothesis \<7hich in 
turn directed their research and their answers. 
T. D. s. Bassett in his monumental study of Vermont 
between 1840 and 1880 presents ample evidence which suggests 
that Vermonters may not have resigned themselves to decline 
and left the state or quietly ~cquiesced to the stultifying 
fate which Wilson portrays. Yet Bassett apparently agrees 
with Wilson's generalizations and his study of the urban 
penetration of Vermont displays the influence of both 
Ludlum and \Vilson. In the same sentence in which he mention.3 
"the 'vointer of Vermont's rural economy," Bassett concludes 
that the "general urban recovery • • • \vas already 
apparent. El~ctricity became available for telephone 
exchanges in half a dozen towns ••• and soon its power 
was put to work by manufacturers and traction companies. 
The modern spread," Bassett continued, "of the internal 
combustion motor to highway, farm and mill, and· the 
extension of rural electrification, are completing the 
physical process of urba~ization by the transformation of 
the countryside itself. n 7 Much of the rural transformation 
which Wilson and others lamented related to technological 
change and urban development. New farm machinery, 
refrigerated transportation, and expanding markets in 
Boston, Worcester, and other southern New England cities 
hastened the conversion of Vermont agriculture to dairying 
and fluid milk production. The growing linkage and 
dependence on external markets tended to integrate Vermont 
experience and attitudes with other parts of the count.r:y. 
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When the workers in the copper mines at Ely went on 
the rampage in July 1883, Vermont experienced the most 
serious outburst of labor vjolence since the short-lived 
tumults created by railway labor gangs.37 In 18 30 and 1 831 
the nascent American labor movement arrived in Ve~ont wi th 
t.t.e organization of working men's societies through \'lhich 
mechanics and artisans expressed consciousness of their 
rights. These groups organized in a number of Vermont 
towns and, supported by the Working-r4an' s Gazette, voice d 
a rather abstract concern with the status of "the laboring, 
or productive class of fellow citizens." They employed 
institutions like the Montpelier Lyceum and debating 
societies to discuss topics such as "the abolition of im-
prisonment for debt [achieved in 1832 in Vermo~g], and a 
more general and liberal system of education." Fifty 
years later the Ely copper miners bypassed polite debate 
when about three hundred desperate workers took over the 
Ely Mining Compu.ny, "looted the company store, secured a m s , 
seized one hundred and fifty kegs of powder, ..• threatened 
to blow up bridges and destroy t h e villages of Vershire (Ely) 
and West Fairlee .," broke into a nu:mber of houses, and 39 threatened personal violence to company officers and others. 
Owed thousands in back pay, these rioters, the victims of 
incompetent management and, perhaps, corruption, did not 
find forensics an adequate response. After several days the 
affair ended when six companies of the Vermont National 
Guard led by Governor John L. Barstow a r rived in Vershire , 
took control of the situation, forced the manager of t h e 
mines to promise to pay the workers any available funds, and 
dispersed the miners. When the sorry incident closed, most 
of the miners had fled unpaid, T,vhile Governor Barstm·J r e aped 
public praise and officials congratulated themselve s on 
the strong show of the guard. The affair demonstrated that 
at least one group of workers \"lould not remain docile, t hat 
the plight of workers would not arouse much public sympathy, 
and that labor organizations hacl. developed well beyonet the 
era of polite associations. 
The organization and rapid growth of the Vermont State 
Grange demonstrated that the need for organization and 
collective action ran much deeper among Vermonters than the 
particular problems of the haPless victims of misreanagement 
in Ely. The Grange first formed in Vermont in 1871 , and it 
became a statewide organization a year later, the first one 
organized in New England. It grew slowly in Vermont as many 
viewed "the order as one of the humbugs of the times, 11 and 
for a while membership in the Grange could threaten an 
individual0s aspirations for political office or even church standing. 4 
The Grange developed a ne\'lspaper and promoted coopera tive 
stor€s and a network of cooperative purchasing . By ~he 18 80s , 
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\'lhen the "anti:-railroad movement" reached Vermont, the 
Grange assumed leadership. In 1880 the Haster of the 
Vermont Grange opened the campaign, declaring that only 
"legislative enactment" could restrain "corporate greed." 
He asked rhetorically how the people could free themselves 
"from the incubus" \vhich challenged "the power of the 
people and defies legislators" and answered by leading 
the Grange to push for legislative action. The 1885 meetin~ 
of the Vermont State Grange went on record in favor of a 
railroad commission with full powers to establish and 
regulate rates of transportation and traffic! The leaders 
organized a large-scale petition campaign to support the 
cause. Vermont Grangers, with many of their counterparts 
in other states, suffered from the long-haul/short-haul 
rate discrimination by which, for example, it cost more 
to ship products between Bosion and points in Vermont than 
between Boston and Detroit. 4 Ti1ese efforts helped produce 
the enactment of mild railway legislation in 1886, but 
the Grange never managed to muster sufficient pressure and 
support to give real teeth to the 1886 law or to secure 
other legislation to control the railroads.42 
The Grange also .had serious concerns about the status 
of the State Agricultural College and in 1874 sounded the 
first alarms in a long debate which the Grange carne to 
regard as "the great agricultural college fight."43 After 
several skirmishes the election of Alpha Messer of Rochester 
as Master of the Vermont State Grange brought the issue to 
r.1ontpelier \'lhen the Grange managed to have a bill introduced 
in the legislature in 1890 designed to dissolve the partner-
ship between the University of Vermont and the State 
Agricultural College . . The Grange and its supporters claimed 
that the -university had siphoned funds intended for 
agricultural education and other related pursuits. The 
issue raised both tempers and regional rivalries (Rutland 
offered $50,000 to begin a separate school). Vermont 
newspapers had given the issue a great deal of space before 
the Vermont senate finally defeated the proposed legislation. 
The Vermont State Grange, which had built its membership to 
about 20,000 at its peak before World li'lar I, developed an 
indigenous association which addressed issues of immediate 
concern to many rural Vermonters and which certainly rivaled, 
if not surpassed, in size, organization, and breadth of 
programs any of the anti-slavery societies of the pre-Civil 
War years which have steadily held the fascination of Vermont 
historians. 
Efforts to reform basic structural elements of society 
in Vermont involved a substantial portion of the population . 
The long endeavor to overcome the evils of John Barley-
corn to which Ludlum devoted a considerable portion _of 
his descri~tion of ferment in a chapter on "The Temperance 
Crusade, n4 did not end WhE>n t-he Vermont-. legis] ature passed 
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a version of the famous Maine Law in 1852 and when a 
popular referendum supported the law. After the Civil 
War, Vermonters continued both to produce and, with 
thirsty appetites, to imbibe spiritous beverages. These 
activities further stimulated the zeal of reformers 
throughout the last three decades of the century. The 
earliest women's temperance societies organized in the 
early 1870s in Burlington, Rutland, and St. Albans, towns 
\'lhich experienced rapid growth and. housed a significant 
foreign-born population. The Women's Christian Temperance 
Union organized across the state, soon ran educational 
programs, and rapidly expanded its activities to include 
support of woman 's suffrage. Hontpelier and Middlebury 
experienced active temperance movements. In St. 
Johnsbury where the prominent Fairbanks family had strong 
temperance leanings, the period follm·1ing the Civil \'!ar 
witnessed the organization of the Good Templars (reorganized 
as the Hector Lodge with membership of 144 in 1882), the 
Temperance Reform Club, the Roman Catholic Total Abstinence 
Society, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, the 
Anti-Saloon League, and the Cold v1ater Army, which 
reorganized as the Loyal Temperance Legion. A public 
exhibition by the Cold Water Army on Hay 14, 1877, packed 
the South Church in St. Johnsbury with at least 240 children 
from six to sixteen, who "filled the front pe"l.r.rs and gave 
songs and recitations." Two years later over 250 temperance 
advocates paraded on r-1ain Street to stamp out the evils of 
alcohol and similar demonstrations continued through the 
l880s.4S The temperance agitation, which often overlapped 
other reform movements, steadily mounted in Vermont. 
Attempts to water down state\'ride temperance with local 
option came to play a serious role in the elections for 
statewide officers, particularly in heated contests for 
the Republican nomination for governor in the first decade 
of the twentieth century. 
The movement to establish the full rights of women 
to vote began in earnest after the Civil ~AJar and continued 
in Vermont until the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment 
to the United States Constitution. Unlike the temperance 
movement which rallied legions in opposition to demon 
rum, a small group of dedicated reformers carried the 
woman's suffrage movement until just before the adoption 
of the Nineteenth Amendment. Suffrage went beyond the 
established conceptions of society, while temperance 
enjoyed the support of the churches and males, even as 
they privately drank. Specific measures to provide 
women with the right to vote appeared in 1870 and again 
in 1872, including a proposed amendment to the Vermont 
Constitution. These attempts failed to mus~er support 
when it carne time for the legislature and other all-male 
groups to register formal opinion. The first breakthrough 
caiPe ~Ti th legislation in 1880, which perrni tted tax-paying 
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women to vote and to hold office in public school districts, 
By the mid-1880s the American Woman Suffrage Association 
had organized in Vermcnt. After suffering a devastating 
legislative defeat in 1888 on a bill for municipal 
suffrage--all the more demoralizing because its supporters 
confidently expected passage--the movement changed its 
approach, placing "less emphasis on suffrage as a means to 
reform and concentrated rather on promoting the ballot as 
a right belonging specifically to those women who paid 
municipal taxes and who should, therefore, have some say 
in the use of their money." Supporters of woman's suffrage 
in Vermont continued to agitate for the rights of half of 
the adult population to participate in public policy 
decisions, but they met with little success until nationa l 
action forced a Vermont response.~G 
As suffragists and their su~porters worked to secure 
voting rights for women, other groups organized and pushed 
for particular changes. The Ver~ont Dairymen's Association, 
from · the 1870s through the 1890s, maintained a membership 
of between 350 and 400 and succeeded in promoting legislati on 
on behalf of dairy farmers.47 Educators, schoolboard mem-
bers, and others labored throughout the post-Civil War year s 
to improve public education and achieved legislation and 
regulations designEd t .o improve normal schools, in-service 
teacher training, textbooks, administrative organization, 
and the facilities and educational equipment in the local 
schools. During the post-Civil War years, the private 
local academies, the pride of many small towns, grew and 
flourished. Other reformers in Vermont addressed prison 48 
reform and the . treatment of the insane and menta l health, -
t.vh ile the growth of state agen . .;ies and licensing attempted 
to protect the public from abuses in medical and nursing 
care and other areas of public concern. In 1882 Vermont 
introduced mild corporate taxation, which became the .chief 
source of revenue for a time, and groups bent on social 
reform, such as the New England Divorce League, began 
operations in the Green 1.1ountain State. 
A brief analysis of Vermont society in the decades 
from the close of the; civil War to the beginning of the 
twentieth century strongly suggests the: need for a new 
synthesis to replace the prevailing view articulated by 
Harold F. Wilson's metaphor of " a severe wi nter season." 
More thorough investigation should further demonstrate 
the existence of a lively, vital society facing serious 
challenges, deliberately attempting to reform and improve 
tl1e . quality of life, and undergoing important changes. 
The migration from Vermont, a central element in the 
thesis of a moribund, declining society, which did retard 
the growth in the total population, did not necessarily 
strip the state of its most able ~nd energetic citizens. 
Nor did the immigration of French Canadians, ltJelsh, 
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Italians, Scandinavians, and others necessarily preordai n 
the economic hibernation and social decline perceived b:_;· 
historians. 
The time has come to reassess the development of 
Vermont in the last three decades of the nineteenth century 
from a ne,., perspective. These were not quiet, depressed 
years in "toThich a previously rambunctious society lost its 
vitality in the face of migration and difficult economic 
circumstances. Historians and others must describe the 
evolution of Vermont society and ·analyze it both in terms 
of developments "llli thin the state . and as part of the larger 
national scene. Concern for urban reform, nativist 
attitudes toward a growing foreign-born population, the 
Grange, the. temperance and woman's suffrage movements, 
and labor unrest all placed Vermont firmly within a national 
context. The last three decades of t :r.e nineteenth century 
in Vern1ont deserve the attentior- of serious students \,.rho 
should find these years intrinsically interesting and very 
important to the understanding -of the full scope of Vermont 
history. 
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volume ended at 1930; otherwise by extension, the Great 
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"first" Bmr.mer, Wilson's title for the four decades from 
1790 ~o 1830, symbolizes the period in which Vermont 
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1812, by the beginning of a difficult period of readjust-
rrent when growth slowed dramatically. 
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project directed by H. Nicholas r-1uller, III, and conducted 
with ten undergraduate students enrolled in a course on 
Vermont history in tl1e spring semester of 1974 at the 
University of Vermont. The eleven towns--Barnet, Barre, 
Burlington, Dummerston, Guilford, Highgate, Jericho, 
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Champlain valleys to the sides of the Green r-1ountains, 
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small. The data for Jericho received analysis because 
of the energy of a particular student and the necessity 
of preparing for the Jericho Historical Society. 
7. Useful sources on local industry, merchants, community 
institutions, professions, and farmers ana their spatial 
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